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Abstract. We performed a comparative study of magnetic proximity effects in 
[Gd(5nm)/Nb(25nm)]12 and [Cu30Ni70(6nm)/Nb(27nm)]12 superlattices of S/F type by means of 
transport measurements and neutron scattering. Transport measurements have shown that 
Gd/Nb and CuNi/Nb superlattices shows 3D and 2D type of superconductivity respectively. In 
the case of proximity coupled Gd/Nb superconductor the effective thickness of the 
superconducting  region, 300nm is enough to expel significant amount of applied magnetic 
field which was detected by neutron scattering. In decoupled CuNi/Nb superlattice thickness of 
every superconducting layer is only 27nm which is not enough to expel applied magnetic field. 
Our study shows how neutron reflectometry can be applied to study proximity coupling in 
superconducting/ferromagnet heterostructures. 
1.  Introduction 
Artificial superconducting/ferromagnet (S/F) heterostructures are attracting nowadays great attention 
due to rich proximity effect physics arising in them [1-8]. In addition to scientific interest to the rich 
physics in S/F heterostructures there is also a growing interest to the application of these structures in 
superconducting spintronics [9-11] including such new approaches as neuromorphic computing 
[12,13]. At the moment most efforts are focused on simple S/F structures while usage of more 
complex S/F systems, such as [S/F]n (n>>1) superlattices (SL) may bring essentially new properties. 
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One may expect appearance of such properties for the SLs with thickness of the S and/or F layer 
becomes comparable with the coherence length of superconductivity in the S (S) or F (F) layers   
[14-16]. Preparation of such SLs requires, as in case of simple S/F structures, proper choice of 
materials with thin but magnetic and superconducting F and S layers, transparent S/F interface and 
many others. In addition, the manufacture of a periodic structure imposes additional conditions on the 
repeatability of the S/F interface through the whole structure. One potential candidate for S/F systems 
is a Gd/Nb heterostructure. Advantage of gadolinium is that it is a weak ferromagnet with Curie 
temperature only TF = 293K which in combination with Nb, the strongest elemental superconductor 
with bulk TC =9.3K, allows for preparation of S/F systems with comparable ferromagnetic and 
superconducting energies. Moreover gadolinium is able to couple with other ferromagnets [18-20] 
forming non-trivial magnetic ordering patterns which can be used for the creation of superconducting 
spin-valves. Our study of Nb(25nm)/Gd(dF)/Nb(25nm) trilayers has shown that structures with highly 
transparent S/F interfaces and rather high correlation length F = 4nm can be grown [17]. Based on 
this study we prepared [Gd(dF)/Nb(25nm)]12 SLs with dF ~ F and studied them using Polarized 





(Q) reflectivities as a function of momentum transfer Q. Analysis of the neutron spin 








) allowed us to restore the depth profile of in-plane magnetization 
above and below TC. In particular below TC we have observed a suppression of neutron spin 
asymmetry which we attributed to a partial suppression of ferromagnetic order of Gd layers. This 
magnetic proximity effect is explained by screening of the applied magnetic field by proximity 
coupled Nb layers. This investigation showed that electromagnetic effects may have a considerable 
influence on magnetic properties of S/F systems [22]. 
Another ferromagnet widely used in study of proximity effects is CuxNi1-x alloy [23-29]. The 
advantage of CuxNi1-x is possibility to control the exchange energy by varying concentration of copper 
and nickel. So, for the well-studied Cu40Ni60 alloy the Curie temperature is only Tm ~ 120K, which 
leads to a quite high F ~ 10nm. For this study we used somewhat stronger Cu30Ni70 alloy with 
Tm = 295K [27], i.e. close to the Curie temperature of bulk Gd. Using an expression F ~ Tm
-1/2
 we can 
estimate F for Cu30Ni70 alloy as F ~ 6nm, of the same order as F for Gd. Aim of this work is 
comparison of the magnetic proximity effect in Gd/Nb and CuNi/Nb SLs having similar structural and 
magnetic properties. 
2.  Experimental 
For the study we chose two as similar as possible structures with dF ~ F and thick Nb layers with 
dS >> S. The [Gd(5nm)/Nb(25nm)]12 SL used in this study was prepared at ULVAC MPS-4000-C6 
magnetron sputtering system in the Institute of Metal Physics (Ekaterinburg, Russia) according to the 
recipe described in details in our prior works [17,19]. The [Cu30Ni70(6nm)/Nb(27nm)]20 sample was 
prepared by a UNIVEX magnetron sputtering device in Augsburg University (Augsburg, Germany) 
[27]. Structural characterization of the layers and interfaces quality was performed using X-ray and 
neutron reflectometry. One needs, however, to note that due to a negligible optical contrast of CuNi 
and Nb materials [26] the X-ray reflectometry is ineffective for studying CuNi/Nb SLs. Neutron 
studies of Gd/Nb SLs were performed at the time-of-flight reflectometer REMUR (Dubna, Russia) and 
angle dispersive reflectometer NREX (Garching, Germany). The CuNi/Nb SLs were measured at 
angle dispersive reflectometer V6 (Berlin, Germany) and NREX. Figure 1 shows neutron reflectivities 
taken at room temperature with non-polarized beam. Curves are featured with total reflection plateau 
at Q < Qcrit and well-pronounced Bragg peaks positioned at Qm  2m/D (D = dF+dS) arising from the 
diffraction on a superlattice [30]. Presence of big number (m  3) of Bragg peaks speaks about high 
repeatability of S/F bilayer. One can also notice a smeared total reflection plateau and supressed 
intensity of the Bragg peaks for Gd/Nb SL comparing to CuNi/Nb system. There feature is explained 




Gd isotopes present in Gd layers [31-33]. 
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Figure 1. Neutron reflectivities taken at room 
temperature on the [Gd(5)/Nb(25)]12 and 
[CuNi(6)/Nb(27)]20 samples. Inset shows a sketch 
of the structure where blue and red colors 
indicate Nb and Gd or CuNi layers. 
Figure 2. Temperature dependencies of the upper 
critical field measured on the same samples. 
 
Superconducting properties of the samples were determined using standard four point electrical 
resistivity measurement with magnetic field applied in-plane. Figure 2 shows the temperature 
dependence of the upper critical field HC2(T). The dependence for the CuNi/Nb sample has a typical 
for 2D superconductivity square-root dependence HC2(T) = HC2(0)(1-T/TC)
1/2
 with 
HC2(0)  6 0/(2S dS). We were able to fit this dependence for fixed dS = 27nm with S = 5.2nm and 
TC = 4.8K. The obtained correlation length can be compared with S  6nm reported previously for 
Cu40Ni60/Nb systems [24,25]. The Gd/Nb SL, in contrast, has linear HC2(T) dependence at least in the 
vicinity of TC = 6.1K which evidences 3D superconductivity in the sample. Due to the limit of 
magnetic field Hmax=5kOe at this setup we were not able to measure HC2(T) for higher fields. 
However, the HC2(T) dependence measured before [21] for [Gd(2nm)/Nb(25nm)]12 superlattice 
showed linear dependence in a wider range of temperatures (see open circles in figure 2). 
 

































































Figure 3. (a) Saturation-normalized spin 
asymmetry of the first Bragg peak measured 
above TC. (b) Difference of spin asymmetries 
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Thus transport measurements reveal significant difference in superconducting properties of 
CuNi/Nb and Gd/Nb samples. In order to check this finding we performed low-temperature PNR 
experiments. Figure 3a shows the field dependence of the spin asymmetry at first Bragg peak, S1, 
measured at T = 1.1TC for Gd/Nb and T = 1.3TC for CuNi/Nb SLs. For both samples the S1(H) 
dependence grows from remanence to saturation at fields of 1-2kOe. Figure 3b shows the difference of 
spin asymmetries S(H)  S1(T>Tc) - S1(T<Tc) above and below TC. For the measurements in 
superconducting state we used T = 0.5TC for Gd/Nb and T = 0.2TC for CuNi/Nb samples. For the 
Gd/Nb sample we observed statistically significant S speaking about presence of magnetic proximity 
effect while for CuNi/Nb sample such a difference was not observed. 
3.  Discussions and conclusion 
Thus transport measurements show that despite of similar thickness of F layer the Gd/Nb and 
CuNi/Nb SLs are of different type of superconductivity: the Gd/Nb is 3D and CuNi/Nb is 2D 
superconductor. By means of PNR we proved this observation. Indeed, Gd/Nb being a coupled 
superconductor with total thickness exceeding several times magnetic screening length Nb ~ 100nm is 
able to screen partially applied magnetic field below TC and supress magnetic response of F layers. 
The CuNi/Nb sample, in turn, is a set of not coupled Nb(27nm) layers so that magnetic field easily 
penetrates inside them and magnetic proximity effect is not observed. The absence of magnetic 
proximity effect in CuNi/Nb sample can be explained by a small interface transparency for 
superconducting correlations. This small transparency may be explained by a peculiarity of the 
deposition machine [27]. In this machine a substrate travels between CuNi and Nb sources in different 
chambers. Time of traveling, around 1 min for one CuNi/Nb bilayer, may be enough for a partial 
oxidation of Nb surface leading thus to a degradation of interface transparency. Another reason, 
though less plausible, is F<<dF which will decouple S layers. In order to get real values of F and 
interface transparency one may analyze TC(dF) dependency which will be done elsewhere. 
In conclusion we performed a comparative study of magnetic proximity effects in Gd/Nb and 
CuNi/Nb superlattices of S/F type by means of transport measurements and neutron scattering. 
Transport measurements have shown that Gd/Nb (CuNi/Nb) SLs behaves like a 3D (2D) 
superconductor. In the case of proximity coupled Gd/Nb superconductor the effective thickness of the 
superconducting region is enough to expel significant amount of applied magnetic field to be detected 
by PNR. Opposite, when the S layers are decoupled in CuNi/Nb superlattice, effective thickness of 
superconductors is less than magnetic screening length and hence no strong flux expel is detected by 
PNR. 
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